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Although they do not address the hierarchy problem, models with Universal Extra Di-
mensions have attracted a lot of attention as simple benchmark models characterized
by small mass splittings and a dark matter WIMP played by the Lightest Kaluza-Klein
particle (LKP). We review their status, with emphasis on the minimal implementation
in 5 dimensions (MUED) in which the LKP is a massive hypercharge gauge boson. In
this case, the mass range accounting for the correct dark matter abundance (around 1.4
TeV) remains untouched by LHC8 and is out of reach of present DM direct detection
experiments. However, LHC14 can probe the relevant region in the 3-lepton channel.
Keywords: Flat extra dimensions, Kaluza-Klein excitations, Dark Matter, Large Hadron
Collider
1. Introduction
Models with Universal Extra Dimensions (UED) 1 are probably the simplest extra-
dimensional models. The same gauge symmetry and particle content as the Standard
Model is embedded in 5 or 6 flat space-time dimensions. Their distinctive properties
follow from non-trivial assumptions about the boundary Lagrangians which respect
a space-time symmetry, called Kaluza-Klein (KK) parity. In particular, while in
most extra-dimensional models, Kaluza-Klein states are not stable as they are all
able to decay into SM particles, in UED, the Lightest Kaluza-Klein particle is stable
as a consequence of KK parity.
Fifteen years ago, extra dimensions at the TeV scale were motivated by the
hierarchy problem, similar to Supersymmetry when the superpartner masses are
around a TeV. However, unlike warped extra dimensions for instance, UED models
do not address the hierarchy problem. The Higgs particle is added by hand, except
in Ref. 2, which shows that in the case that the Standard Model gauge forces
propagate in 6 or 8 dimensions, the Higgs scalar is automatically generated as quark
composites, bound by the Standard Model gauge forces which become strong in the
bulk. In contrast with the usual four-dimensional dynamical electroweak symmetry
breaking models, the binding force can be the SM gauge interactions themselves,
without the need of introducing new strong interactions. Anyhow, these scenarios
generally share the same problems as models where the Higgs is a tt condensate,
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the predicted Higgs mass is typically too large and the low energy effective theory
requires tuning (see Ref. 3 for a related recent discussion). Another attempt to
address the little hierarchy problem in UED was provided in 4 by embedding either
a Little Higgs or Twin Higgs model in UED. Moreover, to fully address the hierarchy
problem requires a mechanism that dynamically selects the compactification scale
to be near the TeV scale, to connect the compactification scale and electroweak
symmetry breaking (Ref. 7 proposes to do so by adding a seventh warped extra
dimension).
UED models should be contrasted to 5D Gauge-higgs unification models 5 in
which the Higgs field is the internal component of a 5D gauge field, whose mass is
protected by 5D gauge invariance. In that case, the two localized lagrangians at the
orbifold fixed points are different so that there is no KK parity. Consequently, EW
precision constraints impose a significantly stronger bound on the KK mass scale
than in UED. Assuming KK parity and KK number conservation may be considered
rather artificial 6, but it leads to a distinctive phenomenology which is interesting
to study in its own. For this reason, UED phenomenology has been the subject of
many studies, ignoring the theoretical shortcomings of the underlying construction.
UED models have been reviewed in 8. Since then, there were new developments
in particular regarding the relic density calculation9 and LHC bounds 10. In this
report, we collect the recent updated constraints and relevant plots in view of the 14
TeV run at the LHC. We focus on the Minimal Universal Extra Dimensions model
(MUED) in which the only free parameters are the radius R of the extra dimension
and the cutoff scale Λ. We allude to other constructions in the last section.
2. Basic properties of UED
In models with Universal Extra Dimensions, the Standard Model (SM) is promoted
to 1+(3+n) Minkowski space-time, unlike string motivated constructions where
the SM is localized on a 3-brane. A new dimension potentially leads to a new
conserved momentum along the extra dimension. Translation invariance along an
extra dimension y is only broken by the orbifold projection imposed to recover a
chiral SM spectrum. Within exactly flat extra dimensions, the Kaluza-Klein wave
functions are sines/cosinesa ∼ sinny/R, cosny/R and tree-level KK masses given
by (n2/R2 +m20)
1/2. Effective interactions are given by integrals of wave functions
along the extra dimension, leading to the very special selection rule
n1 ± n2 ± ...± nN = 0 (1)
for an interaction involving N states with KK level ni respectively. This has a
very important consequence, that at tree-level, odd KK-number states can only
be pair-produced, while a second-level KK mode can be singly produced. Besides,
aThe flatness of profiles in UED is not natural. A model of dynamical symmetry breaking in UED
would typically spoil the flatness of the Higgs profile.
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the bulk theory has an exact remnant discrete symmetry, (−1)n, where n is the
KK number, called KK parity, which treats different KK modes differently. This
symmetry insures that interaction vertices cannot involve an odd number of odd-KK
states and, therefore, a vertex with two SM particles (with n = 0) and one KK state
(with n = 1) is forbidden. As a result, the Lightest KK Particle (LKP) with n = 1
cannot decay into SM particles and is stable. Note that KK parity is a reflection
about the midpoint of the extra dimension combined with the orbifold projection.
For it to be an exact symmetry, one has to assume that the boundary lagrangians at
the two orbifold fixed points are symmetric. The minimal UED (MUED) framework
assumes that boundary operators are symmetric and that the coefficients of the
localized operators vanish at tree level. As a consequence of these two assumptions,
KK parity is an exact symmetry and corrections to EW observables arise at 1-loop
order. This results in a rather weak bound on the KK mass scale compared to
other extra-dimensional constructions 1,11, namely R−1 & 680 GeV12,13. Besides,
the flavor structure of the bulk lagrangian, being the same as the SM one, includes
the GIM mechanism. Flavor physics constraints and other low-energy probes of new
physics, such as rare K and B decays and muon (g-2) were summarized in Ref. 8.
The quoted bounds are of the order R−1 & 250 GeV. Constraints from b→ sγ were
first derived in 14 and from flavor changing neutral currents in 15,16. A stronger
bound R−1 & 600 GeV from B¯ → Xsγ was subsequently derived in 17, putting
flavor constraints at the same level as EW precision tests.
Generally, the spectrum of KK masses depends also on the values of boundary
terms at the cut-off scale, which are not fixed by known SM physics. In this sense,
the values of the KK masses can be taken arbitrary and the UED scenario has
a multitude of parameters. Assuming vanishing boundary terms (this is the so-
called MUED hypothesis), the KK mass splittings are essentially due to radiative
corrections 18 and controlled by SM gauge couplings. For a light higgs (mh ∼ 120
2.3 Detailed analysis of the spectrum
Armed with the masses computed in section 2.2, we are ready to plot the spectrum
and analyse its features. For each 5D field, the Z function is matched with the
results obtained in [11]. In order to efficiently compare our results with the existing
literature, we fix the cutoff Λ = 20R−1 a d the ru ning scale µ = R−1. Furthermore,
we choose two benchmark values for the compactification scale R−1 = 800 GeV and
R−1 = 1500 GeV. As we will explain in section 4, these points are close to the edge
of the allowed region. The spectrum of the first KK level is shown in figures 1 and
2 for a Higgs mass mH = 120 GeV and these two values of R
−1.
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Figure 1: The first KK level of the MUED spectrum for R−1 = 800 GeV, mH = 120 GeV,
ΛR = 20 and µR = 1, at tree level (left) and one loop (right).
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Figure 2: The first KK level of the MUED spectrum for R−1 = 1500 GeV, mH = 120
GeV, ΛR = 20 and µR = 1, at tree level (left) and one loop (right).
First of all, the degeneracy of the tree-level spectrum is significantly lifted once
we include corrections. As expected, the lightest KK particle (LKP) is the gauge
boson P (1) which is at 99% composed of the B(1) boson because the electroweak
scale is much smaller than the radius. It is stable and hence is a good dark matter
candidate. The next-to-lightest KK particle (NLKP) for the parameters of figure 1
is a charged KK lepton, while as seen in figure 2, the KK lepton and the scalar a0 are
– 13 –
Fig. 1. MUED 1-loop mass spectrum of level-1 Kaluza-Klein particles for mh = 120 GeV, R
−1 =
1500 GeV and ΛR = 20. From Ref. 10.
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The role of the 2nd level of KK excitation
Fig. 2. Dominant coannihilation process controlling the DM relic abundance in MUED.
GeV), the LKP is the KK hypercharge gauge boson B(1) 18 which behaves as a
viable alternative WIMP dark matter candidate19,20 comparable to the neutralino
in SUSY21. The corresponding KK spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 in the case R−1 = 1.5
TeV.
There is an additional degree of freedom which is missing in Fig. 1 and which
is usually ignored in the UED literature: the radion, the scalar component of the
higher dimensional graviton tensor. The natural scale of the radion’s mass 22 is
mr ∼ (R−1)2/mPl. Thus, for 1/R at the TeV scale, the mass of the radion is at the
millieV scale. Models with flat TeV extra dimensions generally have an overclosure
problem, because the radion is effectively stable and easily dominates the energy
density of the universe at late times, as extensively discussed in Ref. 22. It remains
to be explored whether the compactification dynamics could make the radion more
massive than the naive estimate to evade the cosmological constraints. This is the
assumption that is implicitly made in all the literature related to UED as the
radion physics is neglected. In the following, we will focus on dark matter and LHC
constraints on UED models, ignoring the radion.
3. Dark Matter
In contrast with supersymmetry where the mass spectrum is largely spread so that
at most a few additional particles participate in coannihilation processes with the
LSP, in MUED, the mass spectrum of KK particles is rather degenerate and there
are many coannihilation processes.
The viability and relic density of the B(1) LKP were first analyzed in 19 with
some simplifying assumption about the KK spectrum (only one co-annihilation
channel involving the KK right-handed electron eR was considered) and it was
shown that including coannihilation effects increases the relic density, thus reduces
the mass for the DM particle. This is to be contrasted with the supersymmetric
case where coannihilation effects tend to push the prediction for the mass of the
neutralino to higher values. The reason is that the annihilation cross section of the
KK photon is not helicity-suppressed and coannihilation cross sections (involving
KK eR) are typically weaker than the ones for KK photon self annihilation and
cannot compensate the increase in the number of effective degrees of freedom. In
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Figure 1: Ωh2 as function of R−1 for mh = 120 GeV, ΛR = 20 (left) and ΛR = 50 (right)
including different processes as specified on the figure. Here 1-loop stands for one-loop
couplings between level 2 and SM particles. The shaded region corresponds to the 3σ
preferred region obtained by WMAP [13].
impact on the relic density, see Fig. 1. This is mainly because the new contribution from
the process γ1h1+ → h2+ → tb¯ benefits from a resonance enhancement thus increasing
significantly the effective annihilation cross section. This result depends very sensitively
on the mass of the level-2 particle, a small downward shift in the mass, such as in the
MUED model used in [11], where the renormalization scale is set to µ = 2R−1 for the
level 2 masses, means that the pole effect is avoided at the LKP decoupling temperature.
When including the contribution of h2 and neglecting level 2 KK-particles in the final
state, the prediction for the relic abundance is close to the one obtained including only
annihilation processes.
When allowing level-2 particles in the final state, mainly γ2 and h2, a2, a±2, the relic
abundance decreases sharply shifting the preferred value of the DM mass above the TeV
scale. This is due to the important contribution of the coannihilation channels (l1γ1 →
lγ2) that are enhanced by the exchange near resonance of the n = 2 KK singlet lepton.
Together these channels make up more than 50% of the (co)annihilation channels. As
previously, other coannihilation channels each contribute to a small fraction of the total
effective cross section. The contribution of the most important channels is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where we have summed the contribution of all leptons in the initial states and all
SM particles in the final state. Coannihilation channels involving lepton pairs contribute
around 15% and their contribution is comparable to the one of Higgs channels γ1H1
at large values of R−1. Contributions of the order of a few percent are found for the
annihilation channels, γ1γ1, as well as coannihilations of the type l1H1, H1H1 or γ1l1 into
only SM particles. This still leaves around 10% contribution from all remaining channels,
among these one finds notably channels involving gauge bosons such as V 1H1 or V 1l1.
The value of the cut-off scale Λ has an impact on the mass of the KK particles through
logarithmic one-loop corrections, Eq. 11. Increasing the scale to ΛR = 50 leads to heavier
KK particles, in particular for KK lepton doublets and KK quarks, and has an impact on
Ωh2. For example when ignoring the level 2 particles in the final state the contribution
of coannihilation channels with KK leptons suffers from a larger Bolzmann suppression
factor, this is partly compensate by an increase in the contribution of the h2+ pole (as
10
Fig. 3. Ωh2 predictions in MUED calculated by micrOMEGAs, taking into account EW sym-
metry breaking effects as well as level-2 KK particles (blue lines) as specified in framed caption.
From Ref. 9.
Ref. 23,24, all coannihilation channels with KK fermions and KK gauge bosons were
included. The net result is that even if the new coannihilations are Boltzmann
suppressed their effect is still significant because the cross sections are mediated
by weak or strong interactions while the cross sections studied so far were purely
hypercharge-mediated processes. The conclusion was that in MUED, the LKP mass
should be within 500-600 GeV while in non-minimal UED models, freedom in the
KK mass spectrum allows an LKP as heavy as 2 TeVb.
Another important sub equent result was the inclusion of level-2 KK modes
which significantly increases the effective annihilation cross section 26,27. The dom-
inant process contributing to the effective annihilation cross section (at ∼ 50 %) is
l1γ1 → lγ2, as shown in Fig. 2. At the end, the prediction for the DM mass from the
relic abundance calculation in MUED is ∼ 1400 GeV for ΛR = 20, to be compared
to ∼ 900 GeV wh n e effect of level-2 is ignor d. The most complet calculation
of the relic abundance of the KK photon was performed in Ref. 9 which showed that
the prediction for the DM mass is raised to ∼ 1.3 TeV when taking into account the
effect of level-2 KK modes. All coannihilation channels, including level-2 particles
were included. The final result is shown in Fig. 3 (see also Fig. 5 for low cutoff scale
Λ = 5/R predictions). Interestingly, as we discuss next, the relevant mass ra ge has
not yet been reached by the LHC but will be probed in the next 14 TeV run.
Concerning direct DM searches, they are presently insensitive to TeVish LKP. As
bThe effect of KK gravitons and the corresponding bounds on the reheating temperature were
discussed in Ref. 25
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realistic mass splittings. The situation is summarized in fig.1.2 where all
mass splittings below the respective limit curves are excluded.
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Fig. 1.1. Leading Feynman graphs for effective B(1)-quark scattering through the
exchange of a KK quark (both q
(1)
L and q
(1)
R ) and through the exchange of a zero-
mode Higgs boson. The diagrams for a Z(1) LKP are similar.
Fig. 1.2. a) Theoretical predictions for spin-independent LKP-nucleon cross sec-
tions for mh = 120 Gev and ∆ = (mq1 −mLKP )/mLKP between 1% which is the
upper boundary of the respective shaded area and 50% which is the lower bound-
ary. Limits from CDMS and XENON10 as well as expected sensitivities from future
experiments are displayed. b) The black solid line accounts for all the dark matter
in the universe while the two black dotted lines show the bounds assuming that the
LKP would contribute only 1 % or 10% to the total amount of dark matter. The
green shaded region represents the preferred WMAP region. The yellow shaded
region should be covered by the LHC. Both plots are from Ref. (116).
Indirect detection through gamma-rays (30; 36; 68; 64; 69), neutrinos and
synchrotron flux (36), positrons (30; 59), antiprotons (66) or through an-
tideuterons (63) has also been considered. The neutrino spectrum from LKP
annihilation in the Sun was investigated in (59). An interesting feature of
KK dark matter is, in constrast with the neutralino, that annihilation into
fermions is not helicity suppressed and there can be a direct annihilation
into e+e− leading to a very valuable positron signal from LKP annihilation
Fig. 4. Leading Feynman graphs for effective B(1)-quark scattering through the exchange of a
KK quark (both q
(1)
L and q
(1)
R ) and through the exchange of a zero-mode Higgs boson.
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Fig. 5. Rescaled LKP-nucleon spin-independent elastic scattering cross section ξ × σSI (in red)
where ξ = ΩLKPh2/0.1103 for ΩLKPh2 < 0.1103, ξ = 1 for 0.1103 < ΩLKPh2 < 0.1289, ξ = 0 for
ΩLKPh2 > 0.1289, compared with the most stringent LUX 2013 bound (green) and the Xenon 1 T
projection (blue). The region between the bullets is consistent with the ΩDMh2 range at 3σ from
the latest Planck 2013 measurement. Plotting the rescaled LKP-nucleon cross section accounts for
the fact that experimental b unds are weaker if the LKP makes only a fracti n of the tot l da k
matter energy density of the universe. Figure provided by M. Kakizaki, using micrOMEGAs 3.5.5,
updated from Ref. 9 (which includes level-2 KK modes and loop level couplings), for two choices
of cutoff scale. The dotted and dashed red lines correspond to two different choices of quark
coefficients in the nucleon, see Ref. 9.
shown in Fig. 4, elastic scattering of the B(1) LKP and target nuclei arises from KK
quark exchange and higgs exchange 28,20,29, the latter being the dominant contribu-
tion for the typical mass difference of the MUED scenario, (mq1−mγ1)/mγ1 ∼ 17%.
Direct detection does not appear the most promising way to probe B(1) LKP dark
matter as the sensitivity of near future experiments does not allow to probe realistic
mass splittings leading to DM-nucleon spin-independent elastic scattering cross sec-
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Figure 5: Rescaled LKP-nucleon cross section on Ge76 vs mLKP for mh = 120 GeV,
ΛR = 20 and 2 sets of quark coefficients ( (σpiN , σ0) = (56 MeV, 35 MeV) (dash) or
(47 MeV, 42.9 MeV) (dot) ) and for different values of the mass splitting between the
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channels, the typical value of 〈σv〉 relevant for indirect cross section signals is suppressed
relative to the typical cross section expected for models that give Ωh2 = 0.1. Generalizing
the model to allow for arbitrary mass shifts in the KK spectrum, we have shown that one
could again increase the relic density so that agreement with WMAP was recovered for a
LKP around the TeV scale in the case where the lepton NLKP were almost degenerate
with the LKP. In this case the direct detection cross section could be strongly enhanced.
We have also shown that these results not only depend sensitively on the mass differ-
15
Fig. 6. Cross section of strongly produced KK quarks and gluons at LHC14. The shaded region
corresponds to the WMAP 3σ preferred region. From Ref. 9.
tions below 10−10 pb. The situation is summarized in Fig. 5. For a very small mass
splitting between the LKP and the KK quark of the order of a couple of percents
(as could occur outside of the MUED scenario by tuning appropriately bulk and/or
boundary mass terms), the spin-independent cross section can rise up to a few times
10−9 pbc. The computation of Fig. 5 includes approximate 1-loop contributions to
scalar-type effective coupling with gluons from the first-level KK particles. One-loop
contributions from KK particles higher than level-1 are neglected as they almost
decouple from the low energy effective theory. For LKP masses above 1 TeV, this
calculation reproduces with a good approximation the cross section obtained when
including more complete one-loop contributions as presented in Ref. 31,32.
Indirect detection through gamma-rays 20,33,34,35,36,37, neutrinos and syn-
chrotron flux 33, positrons 20,38, antiprotons 39 or through antideuterons 40 has
also been considered. The neutrino spectrum from LKP annihilation in the Sun
was investigated in 38. An interesting feature of KK dark matter is, in constrast
with the neutralino, that annihilation into fermions is not helicity suppressed and
there can be a direct annihilation into e+e− leading to a positron signal from LKP
annihilation into the galactic halo 20. There is presently no constraint on LKP dark
matter from indirect searches for a KK DM mass of ∼ 1.4 TeV.
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Fig. 7. Main decay channels of the level- KK gluon and its decay products for R−1 = 1.5 TeV,
from Ref. 10.
4. LHC constraints
The main LHC signal comes from strongly produced KK gluons and KK quarks,
whose production cross sections at 14 TeV LHC are shown in Fig. 6. The mass
spectrum of MUED defines a very specific dominant decay pattern to leptons, in
contrast to SUSY theories which have instead a high quark multiplicity. The main
decay chains are shown in Fig. 7.
A study of the 4-lepton channel 41 shows that 10 fb−1 of LHC data at 14 TeV
enable to reach R−1 ∼ 1.2 TeV, see Fig. 8. This mass range is still lower than the
mass relevant for Dark Matter, however, it was argued that with improvements in
the analysis one may hope to probe the relevant DM region with O(100) fb−1. In
the meantime, the 3-lepton channel was proven to be much more effective10. As
illustrated in Fig. 9, the 8 TeV run can already set the most stringent bound so far
on MUED to ∼ 1.2 TeV and it is expected that the entire relevant region will be
probed with the 14 TeV run 42. There have been no dedicated searches for UED by
ATLAS or CMS, and the limits in Ref. 41,10,42 are estimates by theorists. On the
cThis is also discussed in Ref. 30, where, on the other hand, the effects of KK modes other than q1
(and especially the level-2 KK modes) are not taken into account in the relic density calculation.
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sign same flavor leptons and remove events if |Mll − mZ | < 10 GeV to reduce background
from the Z boson. The estimated background from our MC samples is 10 events/100 fb−1.
The fake leptons should be considered to evaluate the background level of 4l + EmissT more
appropriately, but the fake leptons are not considered since they are not important for our
analysis based on jets.
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Figure 4: Discovery potential of the MUED with 1 fb−1 and 10 fb−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV in the
4l + EmissT analysis and the MT2 analysis and discovery potential of 2 fb
−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV
only in the MT2 analysis. For a given luminosity, the parameter region below the line will be
discovered.
The spectrum is more degenerate for smaller ΛR, which is more difficult for discovery
in general. Note that for fixed 1/R, the MUED with smaller ΛR has a larger cross section
simply because the KK gluon and the KK quark become lighter as in Eqs. (7) and (8). Fig. 4
shows that the discovery potential does not vary with changing ΛR in the MT2 analysis. The
first run of LHC at
√
s = 7 TeV will have an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1 and so it can
discover up to 1/R ∼ 500 GeV. However this parameter region was already excluded by the
ATLAS multijet+EmissT analysis with 1 fb
−1, as mentioned in Sec. 2.4. The second run at 14
TeV will discover up to 1/R ∼ 1 TeV with 1 fb−1 and 1/R ∼ 1.2 TeV with 10 fb−1.
In the 4l + EmissT analysis, the discovery reach at 14 TeV is 1/R ∼ 700 GeV with 1 fb−1
and 1/R ∼ 1.2 TeV with 10 fb−1 for 20 ≤ ΛR ≤ 40, but the sensitivity is very low for
ΛR = 10 : the discovery reach is only 1/R = 400 GeV with 1 fb−1 and 1/R = 800 GeV with
10 fb−1.
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Fig. 8. MUED discovery potential at LHC14 in the 4l+EmissT analysis. From Ref.
41.
other hand, the latest ATLAS searches for new physics in events with three charged
leptons 43 can be recasted as UED limits. We should note that the conclusions
above were derived assuming values of ΛR ∼ O(10). Considering very low values of
ΛR 13,44 changes the prospects: the KK spectrum is highly degenerate, and although
the DM region corresponds to masses beyond 1 TeV, the final state leptons become
very soft so that the LHC sensitivity in the 3 lepton channel is likely to drop. One
has to re-assess the prospects for probing the DM regio in this case.
Limits from recent LHC searches for dilepton resonances were derived as well
in Ref. 45. The dilepton final state can arise from the production of second-level
KK states which can decay into SM particles and thus do not result in any missing
transverse momentum. These analysis lead to the weaker bounds R−1 & 715 GeV on
the compactification scale and MKK(2) & 1.4 TeV on the masses of the second-level
KK particles in the MUED model. This is consistent with earlier studies 46,47 which
showed that the discovery reach at the LHC for level-2 KK modes in MUED, in
particular for γ(2), Z(2) and g(2), is not promising in view of the present constraints
from the 3-lepton channel.
The Higgs searches also lead to constraints on UED models. Due to additional
KK loops, in particular the KK top, Higgs production is enhanced in UED while the
Higgs to diphoton branching fraction also receives contributions from the KK W
and is suppressed with respect to the SM prediction 48. However, the corresponding
bounds on the KK mass scale are much weaker than those from direct production
of KK quarks and gluons, of the order of 600 GeV for MUED49,13.
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mUED collider phenomenology with leptons
Small mass gap (as compared to MSSM) – much lower missing PT 
Quite a few PHENO papers, but there are no experimental limits!!!
the projected limit from this study: R-1 > 1.2—1.3 TeV
3-lepton signature – is very  promising:
 LHC@14 will eventually discover or close MUED!
preliminary
AB, Brown, Moreno, Papineau'12
[http://hepmdb.soton.ac.uk/][46] and have applied the combined set of cuts (4.3)–
(4.8) described above.
LHC @ 7 TeV: MUED reach for 3-lepton signature
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LHC @ 8 TeV: MUED reach for 3-lepton signature
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Figure 19: LHC @ 7 TeV (left) and LHC @ 8 TeV (right) exclusion and discovery potential
for MUED for different luminosities.
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Figure 20: Constant mass contours for n = 1 KK gluons (left) and KK quarks (right),
the latter using u
(1)
1,2 for illustration. (KK indices are suppressed.)
The results are shown in figure 19 in terms of exclusion (at 95% CL) and disovery
(5σ) contours for
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV and different luminosities. For both criteria,
exclusion and discovery, we define the statistical signal significance α as
α =
NS√
NB +NS
(4.9)
and require α ≥ 2 for exclusion region and α ≥ 5 for the discovery region. The
NS(B) = σS(B)L denotes the number of signal (background) events for an integrated
– 34 –
Fig. 9. MUED exclusion and discovery potential from the 3-lepton channel at LHC8 (left)10 and
LHC14 (right) 42.
5. Beyond the Minimal UED model
Mild departures from the minimal ED model lead to significantly different phe-
nomenology. A simple extension is to include boundary interactions localized on the
fixed points of the S1/Z2 orbifold at the cutoff scale Λ
50. The next-to-minimal UED
(NMUED) model considers in addition the presence of bulk mass terms51. It has
two extra parameters in addition to R and Λ, a common boundary parameter r and
a common bulk mass µ for the third generation quarks, which allows for a slightly
lower compactification scale than in MUED, R−1 & 500 GeV from EW precision
tests and Higgs searches 52. It remains to be seen what are the constraints from
LHC searches and how they fit with DM predictions. In fact, in the presence of non-
trivial boundary localized terms, the LKP may rather be the first-level Z boson,
Z1, or the first-level neutral Higgs boson, H1, see Ref. 50. The phenomenology of
Z1 dark matter was studied in Ref. 29,53. Its preferred mass is typically larger than
B1, consequently it is more challenging to detect. H1 is also a viable WIMP can-
didate but with even worse detection prospects 54, essentially due to its suppressed
couplings to light fermions.
Another extension is to consider UED models with two extra dimen-
sions 7,55,56,57,58. This construction was motivated as the number of matter gener-
ations can be derived as a consequence of anomaly cancellation 59. Another special
property of 6D UED with compactification of the two extra dimensions on a T2/Z4
orbifold of equal radii (the so-called “chiral square”) is that proton decay is sup-
pressed to acceptable levels even for a baryon number violation scale in the TeV
range, as a consequence of the combination of standard-model gauge invariance and
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6-dimensional Lorentz invariance 60,7. Theories with two compact universal extra
dimensions also contain a KK parity. 4D particles are labelled by two positive in-
tegers (n,m). These particles are odd under KK parity when n+m is odd. In 6D,
there are two spin-0 fields transforming in the adjoint representation of the gauge
group. One linear combination is eaten to become the longitudinal degree of free-
dom of the spin-1 KK particle. The other linear combination remains a physical
spin-0 particle 55,56,57,58.
Neglecting effects from cutoff scale physics localized at the corners of the square
compactification, the (1,0) mode of the spinless adjoint of the hypercharge gauge
group turns out to be the lightest one, the so-called “spinless photon”, and is stable
because of Kaluza-Klein parity. Annihilation of this spinless photon was found to
proceed predominantly through Higgs boson exchange in Ref. 61. According to the
estimate of Ref. 61, the measured relic abundance sets an upper limit on the spin-
less photon mass in the range [150− 200] GeV for a Higgs boson mass around 125
GeV. The phenomenology of this dark matter candidate is strikingly different from
the KK photon of 5-dimensional UED. In particular, the spinless photon annihila-
tion into fermions is helicity-suppressed and it mainly annihilates into W , Z gauge
bosons and Higgs. This dark matter candidate resembles more to a neutralino than
to a KK photon. Indirect detection with gamma rays and antimatter is difficult
because of the helicity-suppression of the annihilation cross section into fermions. It
has no spin-dependent scattering cross section and its spin-independent scattering
cross section is also helicity suppressed. This makes indirect detection in neutrino
telescopes (due to scattering in the Sun) almost hopeless and direct detection in
underground detectors very challenging.
LHC constraints on this “chiral square” 6D UED model were investigated in
Ref. 62 which concentrated on a final state comprising multiple jets with a single
hard photon and missing energy, arising from the pair production of (1,0) KK gluons
and KK quarks. A bound of ∼ 700 GeV was derived using 7 TeV LHC data. This
is definitely in tension with the leading order DM mass estimate of Ref. 61 but
it remains to be seen by how much the mass prediction from the relic abundance
calculation would be pushed up when taking into account higher KK modes, as it
happens in MUED.
An alternative compactification on a two-dimensional orbifold of the “Real Pro-
jective Plane” (the so-called RP2) was studied in detail as it guarantees an exact
KK parity independently of the assumptions about UV scale physics63. The KK
mass spectrum has smaller mass splittings than in other UED constructions so that
coannihilation processes play a crucial role in the DM relic abundance calculation.
The DM mass is predicted to be in the [350-500] GeV range 64 in the case of equal
radii R5 = R6, which is excluded by direct detection experiments. In the asym-
metric and hierarchical case, the phenomenology is dominated by one mass scale
R−1 = min(1/R5, 1/R6), and the preferred DM mass range is R−1 ∼[700-1000]
GeV. This is safe from the LHC bound R−1 & 600 GeV found in Ref. 65 using AT-
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LAS and CMS searches for events with missing transverse energy, but borderline
with the direct detection limits, especially for small cutoff scale Λ.
For a discussion of other 6D UED constructions and a more complete list of
references, see Ref. 13 (bounds from DM and from KK mode searches at the LHC
are lacking for these additional models).
6. Conclusion
While offering peculiar LHC phenomenology which will be tested at the next LHC
run, 5D UED models bring a still-viable spin-1 WIMP dark matter candidate. At
present, apart from Ref. 2,7,4, there has been no attempt to address EW symmetry
breaking in the UED construction and it remains to be shown how a natural solution
to keep the Higgs mass light can be compatible with the underlying assumptions
(especially KK number conservation and KK parity) that make the specificities of
the UED phenomenology 6.
Anyhow, as defined, the 5D MUED model is safe from experimental constraints.
The 14 TeV run at the LHC will enable to probe the R−1 ∼ 1300− 1500 GeV mass
region relevant for dark matter for ΛR ∼ O(10). For ΛR . 5, the mass splitting
between KK particles is small, leading to very soft final state leptons and therefore
a reduced efficiency. A detailed study is required to estimate the LHC prospects for
probing the DM region in this case. Variants to the MUED model are numerous.
Each of them is subject to different constraints. Including bulk and boundary mass
terms is a natural and testable possibility. As for 6D UED models, the DM relic
density calculation typically predicts a mass range for the spinless photon which is
in tension with the LHC or other constraints.
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